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“The Development of the Atomic BombLos Alamos”

Contributions of New Mexico to Victory in WWII

October 7, 1993

In November, 1942, four mcn traveled to Jemez Springs, New Mexico in search of a site

for a top-secret laboratory to design the first nuclear weapons, Major John Dudley of the U. S.

Army Corps of Engineers had recommended Jemez Springs after scouring the west for a remote

place that would provide secrecy and safety from enemy attack, with a climate th~t permitted

year-round construction, and yet would have adequate transportation. power. water. and fuel to

complete its mission, To allow testing of high explosives and ballistics experiments, it would also

have to be in a sparsely populated area, Dudley’s boss, Manhattan Enginethr District Commander

General Leslie R, Groves, also wanted enough buildings to house a small research staff-of

roughly 40 scientists and technicians,

Dudley had searched patts of California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico. His

first choice for the laboratory site had been Oak City, Utah: “It was a delightful little oasis in south

ccntml Utah,’” he wrote, “The railroad was only 16 miles away over a nice, easy road. The ciirport

was not loo distant, The water supply was good. it was surmmdcd by hills, and beyond [here was

mostly desert, However, I noticed one thing: if we took over this arm we would evict several

dozen families and wc would also take a large ~moun[ of farm acreage out of production,” Had he

chosen Oak City, New Mexico’s contribution [o World War II would have been quite different

thiiii it WIM,

Jcmez Springs had a resoti hotel and o number of empty buildings avuilahle fur housing,

but few people to be evicted and no farmland. It was surroundul by mountains and a SINIII ridge

could scparntc the technical mea from the re.~iden~ial area, This provided a satity margin, 11.IdlL*y

rccallcd: “If the plucc blew up only ttw scientists wouhf be involved and not till Ihc fumilics. ” IIS

rood OI1OWCCIthe scicntilic equipment for the ncw Iuboratory to be hauled up from Alhuqucrquc, A

site study by members of [hu Albuquerque office of the Corps of’ Engineers confirmul his choice
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The November 16 visit W(M intended to ra[ify the selecticn of the site for the new laboratory on

the western slopes of the Jemez Mountains of New Mexico.

Llniversity of California physicist J. Robe~ Oppenheimer took one look at the site.

however, and told Groves that it would not do. While Dudley had been told to look for a site

enclosed by hills. Oppenheimer wanted an expansive setting. While Dudley wanted good access

roads, Oppenheimer only wanted one adequate to haul two heavy howitzers to the site, The fourth

nmn in the team, University of California physicist Edwin M. McMillan, thought that there would

not be room enough for [he laboratory he and Oprxnheimer had planned in the narrow WIlley.

Groves asked Oppenheimer if he had a better location in mind. “Oppenheimer proposed Los

Alamos as though it was a brand new idea,” Dudley recalled, although the Army had surveyed it

and found it had an inadequaw water supply. Overruled by Groves and Oppenheimer, he drove

them by jeep over primitive roads to the Los Alamos Ranch School.

(Oppenheimer knew the area from visits to nmthern New Mexico in the 1920s nnd 1930s.

He had purchased a cabin near Cowles in the Pecos, and often road horseback on the l%jarilt~

Plateau, where Los Alamus is today. It had long been his ambition to combirw “physics and dcscrl

country,” Los Alumos offered an oppotiunity to do so in an beautiful setting. To [hc wtis[, the rim

of the Vane Caldcra CMI its rugged shadow across the plateuu in the late utiemoon, To Ihc cast. the

Sangre de CrisIo thrust snow-copped peaks aguinst a sky thn[ was s[ill clear blue, Such [houghts

Inay huvc occupied his mind as the four men drove into [he Ranch !lchool. own though the Jemc~.

had cloudw.i ovur that day,

As they amived, a light snow was falling, but the studcms and [Iwir tcachurs of the Kimch

School were on their playing fields in shorts, Their rugged curriculum combinui collcgc

prepmt[ion with outdoor conditioning, ml the cost of tuition, room and bourd wus iI princely

!$2400, about $20,000 in 1993 dollurs, Almost u ycur ailcr Peurl Harbor, the school wus losing

fuculIy, it’ not sludcnts, 10 [hc wur cffotit SUOII, it would Iosc its cumpus,

Thu visitors sow [hut [hc school’s 42 buildings would do for housing the Iuborulory’s

sciuptists, Groves nolcd [hut uccess to the Mcsu cm.tld uusily IW controlhxi by shutling oil’ [hc muin



road. That road could also be widened to accommodate trucks and heavy machinery Canyons

surrounding the site could be used for explosives and ballistics tests. Although the water supply

was marginal, Groves thought it might do for the few score scientists and technicians he believed

would be needed, At dinner in Santa Fe that evening, he decided to acquire the site.

Within two weeks Leslie Groves had aranged to acquire the Ranch School, over the

protests of Ranch School Director A. J. Connell, who had to rush his term to completion in

January, The Army also acquired 54,000 acres of semiarid forest and grazing land controlled by

the Federal Government, and purchased 8900 acres from homesteaders and ranchers, The total

cost for all private land was approximately $4 million in 1993 dollars’, This takeover, which

Connell called “the Big Invasion,” displaced few New Mexicans, although some of them, like

Peggy Pond Church, the daughter of the Ranch School’s founder and wife of one of its teachers,

were subsequently very vocal about their discommodation, It was the first of many sacrifices

made at Los Alamos,

Of course, no New Mexican then knew [he purpose of the new Army installation at Los

Aktmos, although a few of the Ranch School students recognized Ernest Lawrence when he

reconnoitered the site with Oppenheimer ml McMillan a week after their first trip, Since

Lawrence had won lhe Nobel Prize for work 011nuclear physics with his cyclo[ron, it did not take

them long to figure out that the project must have something to do with utomic energy, They could

not have guessed that the object was a bomb. Even the Army’s conirac[or for the laboratory, [he

University of California, wns unaware of ~hut for at Icast a year,

Although its purpose was concealed for the next 33 months, Los Almnos scientists Iirud il

sho[ hum! round the world. whose revcrbertilions arc still wi[h us, in AugusI, 1945, Let Inc ICII you,

hrictly, how they cwnc to do thut, The story bugins with the discmwry of tlssion of ()[lo Huhn ml

Fritz Strassmun in 19.{/+in the Ktiiscr Wilh~lm Instilutc for Chemistry in 13crlin, Germany,
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Historical Background

The discovery capped a half-dozen years of rapid progress in the new field of nuclear

physics, Fortunately, Americans, who had long followed the lead of Europe in the sciences, had

managed to come abreast of their foreign colleagues in this field, where patiicle accelerators like

Lawrence’s cyclotron and Robert J. Van de Graaff”s electrostatic generator allowed them to apply

the national genius for technology to the solution of physical problems. At the same time, thanks

to [he immigration of Europeans like Albefl Einstein, Hans Belhe, and Enrico Fermi and the

efforts of native-born theorists like J. Robert (lppenneilner. Americans had also matured in

theoretical physics, where thought experiments supplanted “atom-smashing.” Within a year after

[he discovery of fission, over 100 articles n~peared on the subject, many describing the work of

native of adopted Americans,

The most famous of these new ci[izens, Albert Einstein, warned Franklin D. Roosevelt of

the possibility of nuclear weapons in October, 1939. During the three years which separated his

warning from the birth of Los Alamos, American scientists had invented means of producing

fissile mcierials like uranium 235 and plutonium, a transuranic elemen[ discovered at the

Univ~rsity of California Radiation Ltiboratory in 1941, Oppenheimer’s 1942 summer study of Ihc

theory of the nuclear bomb, also at [he University of California, had revealed the possibility of a

[hernwnuclear bomb of much greater dcslruc[ive capacity [ban the fission weapon, As Americans,

and their British ullics learned more about these possibilities, they twcame more apprehensive

ubout the lcud Nnzi Germany might have in [he secret race [o the bomb.

Just 5 I ym.rs ago today that [he two founders of Los Alamos, J, Robert Oppenheinwr and

(leneml Leslie R, Groves, tirst met UI Luwrence’s Rndiation Laboratory, There, for [he tirst time,

Groves hcml Oppenheimer’s ideu for iI ccn[ri.dizcd Iuhoratwy to design a nucicur wctipon,

Scuttcrcd cxpctinwn[s at a vutieIy of univcrsi[ics in support of the theorcticnl design O( [hc momic

Iwnb hnd proved impossible to coordinutc under security regulations that prohibitu.i [clcphonc

~tiil~,publications, MNI other nortnul forms ot’ scientific communication. Morlvwcr, the

differences in enrichment of uranium sumplcs. nwasuring instruments, ml c~pm-imentul
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techniques led to duplication of effort and incommensurable results. ‘

Groves’ plutonium and uranium plants, which would furnish the raw materials for that

weapon, were not yet built. He agreed to build the laboratory so that their production requirements

could be determined as quickly as possible. He also appointed Oppenheimer to lead it over the

objections of his security officers, who were concerned about Oppenheimer’s left-wing

associations, and those of a number of senior scientists involved in the Manhattan Project. Unlike

them, Oppenheimer did not possess a Nobel Prize, nor would he ever win one. Unlike them, he

had never led a major physics laboratory. While his University of California colleague, Ernest

Lawrence, had won funds to build larger and larger cyclotrons in the Radiation Laboratory at

Berkeley in the 1930s, Oppenheimer had been lucky to get pencils. Nevertheless, Groves gavy this

dreamer millions to build and operate Los Alamos, and that galnble, which rose to over $2 billion

once the other facilities of the Manhattan Project were accounted for. paid off because

Oppenheimer made Los Alamos work,

The race for the atomic bomb was run not only in Los Alarnos, but also in other “secret

cities,” like Oak Ridge, Tennessee. and Hantord, Washington, where hundreds of millions of

dollars were spent to build the production plnnts [hat mode the urmium and the plutonium thtit

went into the nuclear weapons designed and built at LOS Alamos, Like all of the efforts we

celebrate here today, the effort at Los Alamos was part of a larger national effort in which Ncw

Mexico played a role far greater than one might have expected from the 47th state, Indeed, it was

an international effort, for the emign?s from fascism joiited a British mission Icd by Jnmes

Chadwick at Los Alamos,

The Wartime Accomplishment of Los Alamos

The “secn=t city” in New Mexico. known only ns “Project Y“ (Hanford w~s W and ouk

Ridge was X), wus built rapidly in the winier of 1942-43, before Oppenheimer and his sullm hcgun

work in April, Ths Sundt Construction Company modiiied the Runch School buildings. iin[l,

1, John Mnnley, “A New I.dxmtory is llmn, “ in 1,uwrcmw Ilmhsh, tI {1/,, l?tvrlirti,yftvl[’p,~ IV’ Wtlrrimr IJJ$

Ah:mf).r (New York 1) Reidcl, IWO), p 2S

s
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added soldiers’ barracks, a mess hall, officers quarters, an administration building, a theater. and

an infirmary, as well as apartme~ts. a bachelor dormitory, laborato~ technical buildin~;s and

utilities for civilian scientists designed by Willard C. Kruger and Associates of Santa Fe.. These

plans ch:,nged constantly as Oppenheimer visited Kruger every other week.

For th; Albuquerque Corps of Engineers, the project became known as the “Buck Rogers

Project.” since no one had any idea what was going on. The engineers there had been told that it

was to be a “heavy bombardment range,” a claim made patently false by the plans. Actually, Van

de Graaff accelerators from the University of Wisconsin, a Cockcroft-Walton machine and a

betatron from the University of Illinois, and a cyclotron from Harvard. machines that bombarded

atoms, were the project’s principal armamentarium in the early months.

Oppenheimer’s plans for the original “technical complex”” included an administrative

building which also housed theoretical physics, since he hoped to lead both effoits, chemistry and

physics laboratories bracketed by the Van de Graaff and Cockcroft Walton accelerators, shops, a

cryogenic laboratory 10 investigate liquid deuterium and tntium for the super bomb, and the

cyclotron buildin{;. [t was sufficient, the planners felt, for abou[ 100 scientists, the number

Oppenheimer then anticipated would staff the Laboratory. You can sce pictures of some of these

buildings in our display outside

By March 24, 1943, forty-two apatimenr buildings, Officers’ Quatiers, six barracks, a PX,

the chemistry and physics laboratories. the cyclotron and the other main technical buildings were

completed. 1 The construction continued at much the same pace throughout the war, NO sooner

had they completed construction of muin technical atea and the Anchor Runch test site. then the

Army dcmunded 290 more apartments, [welve civilian dormi~ories, six more military but-racks,

wurclmuses, service, recreation and messing Iacilitics, hospitals, and security facilities, These

were Iinishcd on Novcmhcr 30, 1943,2 Then oppcnhcimer &.cidcd [o build a new site [o n~tikc

high-explosives on [)ccct!~bcr 1, And so it went,

———-— -.— -— —

I, Mnr,jtwiu I]cll (“hnlnlxrs, “’1’edmdly Sweet 1AM Almos, !he dcvdopment d II khmlly spons{md sti -

cntiliu community,” (Alhuqucrquc: [lniversl[y of Ntw Mexico, ‘1’hcsis, 197-!), p M

2, (’inmhcrs, “ l’LIchmcdly Swtcu,” I 10. I I I,
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All of this construction was accomplished by sou[hwestem firms with local labor under

Army supervision. By the time the first scientists arrived on March 15, three thousand

construction workers had been at work for three months. The work was far from perfect, and the

morale of the workers, who had been building for three months without any idea of what they

were working on, was low. They did not welcome the scientisticritics with enthusiasm. They

could not have known they were building the largest physics laboratory in the world, and that it

would eventually produce the weapon that would end World War Il. Even so, they were “sworn to

never reveal what they didn’t know anyway, for the rest of their lifetime” ‘. The population C( the

laboratory doubled in its first nine months and each nine months thereafter as it was continually

reborn to meet the new challenges. The final cost of the facilities exceeded $430 million in today’s

dollars. Of course, the replacement value of the Laboratory today exceeds ten times that amount.

Technical problems forced this constant growth, To construct a new weapon, using

materials that were only then becoming available in milligram quantifies, whose properties were

I;ugely unknown. to be produced in kilogram quantities in gigantic plmrrs still being designed,

using an unproven fast-neutron fission process dependent on behavior of neutrons that remained

[o be determined seemed formidable enough in April 1943. Almost immediately however, more

problems were posed by the Manhattan Engineer District’s scientific reviewers.

An expanded ordnance program to design “guns” that would awernble these materials into

a supercritical mass required Laboratory and range facilities for 2(?0 ordnance experts. A

chemistry and metallurgy research program to purify and cmt uranium 235 and plutonium irlto

metal required a ncw chemistry iabomtory which wr.Isdust-proof, uir-conditioned, and ventilated

so as to contain these materials, The su),ff reduced the light element impurities in plutonium thut

might have caused the bomb to pre-detonate to acccptahlu levels for a gun-asscmhled weapon.

However, the discovery of a heavier isotope of plutonium, plutonium”240, which could not be

chemically sepuratcd from plutonium-239, and which spontaneously iissioncd, mudc much O( [his

cff’ort superfluous. Groves, who WASbuilding two scpurate plants m scparu[c uraniun~-235 in ouk

——,—. . .

1, uccording to the ,New kfe.ri~hw,



Ridge and two production piles to produce plutonium at Hanford, did not count the cost. Time,

not money, was the clbject, and plutonium-240 threatened the success of the whole enterprise.

Implosion. which had been propesed as early as 1942 and pursued as o backup to gun

assembly at Los Alamos, was the only feasible method of assembling plutonium fast enough to

avoid the predetonation of the atomic bomb that spontaneous fission in plutonium-240 might

cause. In order to perfect it, S-site was created to make the high-explosives that could uniformly

compress plutonium and the whole Laboratory was reorganized in the summer of 1944 to design

an implosion device. Never in human history had high-explosives been made to do what they had

to do to use plutonium in a nuclear weapon. Had Los Alamos scientists failed, all of the

investment that went into the Hanford production reactors, some $350 million dollars, would have

been wasted. Only a test of the device would tell the tale.

Similar effotis were required to fashion a weapon using uranium-235. Since this isotope

formed less than I % of natural uranium, and had only been discovered in 1935, it was largely

unknown to science. Eventually, three huge separation plants were built at C)ak Ridge to make

enough of it for one bomb, Since only milligrams of uranium-235 were available when the work

began, Irhe problem seems simple only in comparison to that faced with plutonium,

Six-day weeks of 16-hour days were required to complete the design of these two nuclear

weapon:;, and although such effort was not unusual in wartime, it placed heavy demands upon

theoretical physicists, who used IBM punched-card calculators as brain-saving devices, and

expetimuntalists who had to build and use both nuclear accelerators and the world’s feurth nuclear

reactor to get the data needed to design the bombs. Theorists were distinguished from

experimentalists, by their wives, as those who knew what was the matter with a defective door

bell wtd (hose who knew how to fix it, The wives could not be contident that the doorbell would

k fixed, because of what one of them called the “hectivity” of wartime. 1

It would be ilnpossible to characterize that “hcctivity” in the short time allotted toduy, For

[hose who have an interest in the details of the technical work at Los Alarnos during the war, I cun

—.

1,Bemice Brocte. ‘TIIICS of Los Alnmos,’ IASL commuIIio Ntnw(Jul y 20, 1{)60) p. 7
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recommend Lillian Hoddeson’s Crificd Assembly, which appeared from Cambridge University

press this June, and which is likely to be the fullest account of the work that will be declassified

for some time.

Suffice it to say that after the Laboratory reorganized to make the implosion, it required

less than six months for t’~e theoretical physicists to develop a design, and a little over nine

months for Luis Alvarez”s group to develop the detonators, Robert t3rode’s group to develop

fusing and firing techniques, and Kistiakowsky’s division to perfect the high explosive lenses

required, The uranium gun-type device was perfected in the same peF~d. By the summer of 1945,

Los Alamos scientists were certain enough that a gun-assembled WI tipon using uranium 235

would work that they saw no need for a test,

The principal factor that slowed the work was the availability of uranium-235 and

plutonium from Oak Ridge and Hanford. Because of the value of the plutonium producd at

Hanford, Groves ordered up a containment vessel that would capt~lre the valuable plutonium if the

implosion “gadget” failed to work. This vessel, called Jumbo, was designed with the help of the

University of California at Berkeley, manufactured by Babcock and Wilcox in Ohio, and three

trestles on the railroads between Ohio and New Mexico had to be rebuilt to support the train that

carried it. It was the largest item that had ever been shipped by rail.

The Trinity Test

A search for a te~t site for the implosion “gadget” led Kenneth 13ainbridge to select a

location in the barren Jorrmda del Muerto north of Alamogordo, where Jumbo ww shipped in

April. 1945, For the final thirty miles. it was pulled by three Caterpillar tractors and followed by

another to prevent it getting away. Fly the time it arrived. Groves and Oppenheimer had decided

not to use it, because it would interfere with mea~uwments they wished to make of the “gadgel’s-’

performance, The 214 tons of iron it contained would double the size of the fireball and increase

the radioactive fallout, The rate of plutonium production at Hanford had, by that time, retichcd

higher levels and Los Alamos scientists were more confident it would work.

Trinity, which was named by Oppenheimer after [he three gods of his favorite Simskrit
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text, the Bhavgad-Ghita, was pml of the White Sands i%mbing Range, and w-ewill hear more

about its history later today from General Fulwyler. Other sites were also considered, including

the Malpais south of grants and an area southwest of Cuba, New Mexico. Only the Jomada del

Muefio, appropriate y named, combined the convenience and isolation desired. If the test worked,

it would mean the end of that journey of death called World War 11.

Contractor Ted Brown of Albuquerque was brought in by the Corps of Engineers to build

the site with a cre’s’ of 200 New Mexicans who worked dawn to dusk, seven days a week, for

thirty straight days, took a break, worked another siretch, rested again, and yet another Ixfore [he

bunkers, towers, and .-oads at the site were complete.

They built two test towers at Trinity. The first 25 feet high, and surrounded by a 150-yard

fire break.’ On May 7, the explosion of one hundred tons of high explosives on that tower

provided a scale model of the later test of the atomic bomb. It was the largest controlled explosion

up to that time and incli]ded fission products frotn the Hanford Reactors to test theories of fallout

as well as the instruments that would be used by the physicists to monitor the final test,

A second. 100-foot tower was built for the test of the “gadget.” The July test was

scheduled to provide in formatiori [O the tmw President, Harry Truman, at the Potsdam Conference

with Great Britain and the Soviet Union. Truman delayed the meeting in order to be sure that hew

would have the atomic bomb in his hip pocket, but there was still a scramble to get the test done.

Many scientific instruments were devised to measure the blast, radiation, and damage of

the *’gadget.” As one measure of the device’s power, Jumbo was suspended a quarter of a mile

away from the tower. h emerged unscathed, unlike a number of scientific instruments ploccd too

close to the tower. Many techniques were used to determine the effectiveness of the device, but [he

mos! impottant result was that it worked

Rcdwt Oppenheimer’s response was relief mixed with apprehension for [he t’ulurc. Hc

recalled the words of the third member o! the Hindu trinity. Vishnu: “1 arn become Dea[h, thu

destroyer of worlds,”’ Most were clate(.1and overwhelmed at their SUCCCSS,After twenty-suvcn

.—

1.Ferenc SZosZ, T/ItJ l)~i: I/ItI ,SUIIR().\r T~ice, ( Alhuquurqut!: [ INM Press, 19$!4), ~hilpter IWO

lo
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months of hard work, a weapon that every nation in the world but Britain and the United States

had thought could not be built in time to have an effect upon the war, was ready.

A World Destroyed

Armed with the results of Trinity, Truman faced Stalin with “an entirely new feeling of

confidence” at Potsdam, but he did not tell him more than that the United States had just tested a

new and powerful weapon.” to which Stalin responded that he hoped Truman wol:ld make “good

“1 Truman like all the rest of those caught up in the process ofuse of it against the Japanese.

developing the first atomic bombs, could hardly have done otherwise. Indeed the Interim

Committee which he had set up to consider the future of atomic energy and the scientific

committee which advised it could not think of any alternatiw to a milita~) demonstration that was

likely 10 achieve the unconditional sumender of Japan.

The Manhattan Engineers r~cognized this at once. At Trinity, Thomas Farrell, Groves’

Deputy, saw the test and declared, “The War is o~er,”” Yes;’ Groves replied, “It is over as soori as

we drop one or two on Japan.’” And so it was, The gun-assembled uranium weapon, “Little Boy”

was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, After Fat Man was dropped on Nagasaki on August 9,

the Japanese unconditionally surrendered.

President Harry S. Truman deemed the making of the a(omic bomb “the greatest

achievement of organized science in history.” Oppenheimer worried that if “atomic bombs iu~ to

be added as new weapons to the arsenals of a waning world, or to the arsenals of the nations

preparing for war, then the time will come when mankind will curse the names of Los AliImos A

Hiroshima.”” The Santa Fe New Mtxi(wt hernlded the ‘Deadliest Weapons in World’s Hisi,~ry,

Made in Santa Fe[’sl Vicinity,”’ and hoped they would be the “Tool To End Wars,”

Since World Weir 11,all of these statements have been in some measure ratified by cven{~,

No contribution of organized scicncc has yet eclipsed the atomic bomb in the eyes of nmnklnd,

Atomic bombs have bc<n mlded to the mends of many notions, and the narncs of Los Alumos

II
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and Hiroshima have been cursed by at least sori~e of mankind. And, although atomic bombs and

their successors, hydrogen bombs, have not ended all war, they have, perhaps, prevented World

WuIII.

Historians may dispute whether atomic bombs were essential to victory in World War II.

They cannot dispute that they contributed to victory in World War 11.The .lapmrese did not

surrender until they were convinced that we had more than one such weapon in our arsenal, Thus.

they did not surrender after Russia’s declaration of War on August 8. but awaited the second bomb

on Nagasaki as the Secretary of War and Leslie Groves anticipated that they would. For those who

were preparing for lhe invasion of Japan in th~ Pacific, whether the bomb saved 40,000. or

400,000 or 4 million lives is merely a numbers game played by academia’s equivalent of Monday

morning quarterbacks, As soldier-historian Paul Fussell wrote, “The degree to which Americans

register shock and extraordinary shame about the Hiroshima bomb correlates closely with lack of

“1 Symposia such as this. which remind us of the sacrifices Americunsinformation about [he war,

in gerwrid, and Nwv Mexicans in particular. made in thnt war, can serve as a useful comectivc to

wh~t he calls a “historian’s tidy hindsight”. As a historian, a member of the staff of the Los

Alamos National Laboratory, and n fourth-generation Ncw Mexican, I app~eciate the oppofiunity

to open this symposium which honors those who sacrificed time, talent, and even lhcir Iivcs 10

IIdt~ it possible for us to be here today, Thank you very much,

—,— .- ——. ——.

I I;ussrll, “llirt)fhimu; A Soldier’s Vlcw”


